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ROTC under Study
By MIKE LANG, News Reporter
The little white buttons with the
blue letters are less often seen on
campus. The controversial white
paper of Linus Bieliauskas has
been handed out and· is not in the
trash can But, where is the Voluntary ROTC proposal itself? [n
the same place?
According to Mr. Biellauskas,
Fr. O'Connor is looking into it.
Fr. O'Connor has asked Colonel
Dooley to report to him on the
effect that the abolition of compulsory ROTC will have on Xavier.
One problem heretofore unseen is
the fact that if ROTC becomes voluntary, the government may discontinue ROTC all together. In
addition to information on this
problem, Fr. O'Connor has also
asked Colonel Dooley to comment
on the value of ROTC as an academic subject, as leadership training, and as it affects a student's
draft status. Mr. Bieliauskas was
emphatic ·in stating that "the proposal is not being shelved."
There is more than one path
along which Pathfinder Bieli'auskas must lead the proposal. A
second path lies through theAlu.mni
Association. Bob Fitzpatrick, a
member of the Board of Governors
of the Alumni Association, has an

"open mind" about the proposal
but comments that he did not get
enough information from Mr. Bieliauskas' white paper to make a
meanin,:~;ful decision. Also, in the
Alumni Assiciation, another problem arises. Public opinion, a factor
little thought about by students,
becomes a grave, perhaps fatal,
obstacle. If Xavier were to abolish
compulsory ROTC, the unreasoning public would construe this
action as an "obvious" indictment
of United States policy in Vietnam.
Mr. Fitzpatrick stated their position: "They would think like this;
no ROTC, no officers, no army,
therefore defeat in Vietnam." Obviously this thinking is fallacious,
especially in light of the facts
quoted in the white paper, but this
fallaciousness ·is little comfort
against public hostility. Because of
this prevalent atmosphere, it is
thought that it might be better to
p.ut off the abolition of compulsory
ROTC to a more propitious
moment.
So that is where the Voluntary
ROTC proposal is right now. Whether or not pathfinder Bieliauskas
is able to push and pull so that
this proposal is led out of the administrative forest, this proposal
is an excellent test case.

Clef Club Spring Concert
By BOB WILHELM, News Reporter
Tomorrow night at 8:30 P.M .• by Brahms, and two selections
the Xavier University Men's Glee from Man of La Mancha, "The
Club will present its annual Spring · Impossible Dream," and "Little
Concert in the University Theatre. Bird." The club will then conclude
The highlights of the concert sea- its half with a colorful arrangement
son, the men of Xavier will be of "There Is Nothing Like A
joined by the Women's Chorale of Dame," from South Pacific.
The combined voices will sing
St. Mary-of-the-Woods' College,
Terre Haute, Indiana. The two two moving numbers by the Rusclubs have been acquainted for sian composer, Paul Tschesnokov,
several years, and last year they "Let Thy Blessed Spirit," and
traveled to Montreal to perform at "Salvation is Created." Their final
the opening of Expo '67.
joint number will be a medley of
The 60-voice women's gleeclub, tunes from thepopularmusicaland
under the able directionofSr. Marie current motion picture hit, Camelot.
Brendan, S. P., will perform a
Immediately following the conbroad selection of songs, including cert, there will be a reception in the
Brahms' renowned hymn, Regina Terrace Room. Alumni and friends
Coeli, "Smile, Darn Ya', Smile," of the club are all Invited.
and "Black is the Color of My
'{ickets are on sale at the Ticket
True Love's Hair." This last selecOffice across from the Grill until
tion will be performed by the Ma-.
Saturday afternoon, but they may
d riga! Singers, a group of singers
also be purchased before the per·
chosen from among the regular
formance. Students may also pick
chorus.
up tickets from the Clef Club
The Clef Club will begin its pa~t officers: Tim Nolan (President),
of the program with the captivating, Dan Nordloh (Vice President),
"With a Song in My Heart." Other Bob Bartels (B.-Manager), Ed
songs on the club's program in- Hopkins (Assistant Business Manclude "How Sad FlowtheSteams," ager), and Roy Hall (Secretary).

Xavier University and Our Lady of Cincinnati
College have announced a cooperative plan whereby
students of each school may enroll in classes at the
· h'
li
oth er wit In certain .'mits.
The plan will go into effect on an experimental
basis for the 1968-69 academic year starting next
September.
·
b'
1
h
I t IS
su ject to renewa eac year with any
revisions that might be found necessary or desirable.

3. Students shall register on
Presidents of the two institutions,
Very Rev. PaulL. O'Connor, S.J., their home campuses for all courses
Xavier, and Sister Mary Honora they are eligible to lake at eith'Cr
Kroger, R.S.M., Our Lady of Cin- institution. Hegistration will be
cinnati, emphasized these two based on a listing of all approved
points in announcing the agree- courses at both iniltitutions, and will
be followed by an interchange of
ment:
1. "This is not to be construed cross-registrations, all in accordance with specifics agreed upon by
or viewed as preliminary to a
merger. The identity, autonomy the respective registrars.
4. Grades will be sent to a stuand independence of each institution are in no way impaired by dent's horne school at each semester's end, with each institution
this agreement."
2. "It is hoped that a consortium applying its own system of grade
embracing all area institutions of reporting and recording.
5. Cooperation privileges at
higher learning ultimately will be
Xavier will apply only to Xavier
achieved."
(In educational circles, a courses listed on Our Lady of Cinconsortium is an arrangement en- cinnati College's class schedule,
abling institutions to pool their and vice versa. Students wishing
academic resources for the bene- to take other courses must obtain
fit of all participants: '!'here has written permissiot. from their academic dean and then register on
been a marked trend toward
their
own campus.
arrangements of this type in var6. Degrees willbeconferredonly
ious parts of the country.)
The fo11r purposes of the coop- by the student's home institution.
7. There will be no exchange
erative plan were described as
of funds between the two instilufollows:
* To use to better advantage lions for tuition, salaries or other
for the benefit of students, faculties expenses, except that each instituand the community at large the
academic resources of the participating institutions.
* To achieve and/or maintain
the highest possible standards of
academic excellence.
* To develop and to increase
By PAT KELLEY, News Reporter
possibilities for attracting research
grants for cooperative ventures.
Under the legislation submitted by Chris Mulle,
* To meet certain other com- Vice-President of Student Council, the civic oriented
mon needs as they arise.
programs of five campus organizations will be brought
The ten details of the agreement under the coordination of The Xavier University
are. spelled out in this fashion:
Community Relations Coordinating Program. The
1. Our Lady of Cincinnati Colorganizations
immediately affected are the Organizalege shall neither martricuiate nor
tion
for
Interracial
Awareness, the Sodality, the Student
enroll male students on a full-time
basis during the 1968-69academic Volunteers, the Students for a Democratic Society,
year, exclusive of the summer ses- and the Afro-American Society.
sion, it being one of the assumpThe purpose of the Community have been selected by the Student
tions of this plan that cooperation
between the parties is based upon Relations Program is to provide Coordinator, and Representatives
for the five organizations a central of the faculty at Xavier who are
their present e~trollrncnt practices.
bureau where they can seek ideas, designated by the Student CoordiNothing herein is intended to advice, or man power from other
nator.
imply, however, that either party organizations who have the same
In voting approval of the proshall be prevented from preparing . objectives in mind. It would coordifor any fut~trc change in enroll- nate the actions of the organizations gram, the Council recognized "the
ment practices which such party at Xavier that focus their attention existence of unnecessary social
might desire to initiate after the on effecting essential changes at the evils which retard the opportunity
1968-69 academic year.
most basic social levels, to make of personal fulfillment by' each
member of our society ... although
2. Chairmen of departments their efforts more meaningful and
U1e effects of these social ills may
electing to participate in this plan to minimize the possibility of overdirectly plague only a small porshall confer todevisethemostequit- lapping programs.
tion of our society, it is the responable means of implementing their
The leaders of Cincinnati and sibility of every member in a comcourses to the best advantage of of Xavier would be given an op- munity to assist in elit'ftinating such
all concerned. This plan shall apply portunity to discuss community shortcomings."
only to courses approved by the problems, and a means of estabIt is planned that the Program
chaiqncn of the participating de- lishing possible programs through
the actions of the University's stu- will initiate its own activities in
partments.
addition to coordinating the activident body.
ties of the member clubs. Some of
The program is composed of the suggested activities arc the
four groups, the Student Coordina- establishment of intramural events
tor, wj:Jo is appointed at the begin- between Xavier and youths in the
ning of each term by the President immediate area, establishing a
The Xavier News Staff wishes
of the Student Council, the Presi- camp outside the city for underto extend Its deepest sympathy to dents of those organizations whose
Vice-President · Patrick H. Ratter- function is to deal with the com- privileged children, and organizman, S.J., on the recent death of munity's social problems, Com- Ing Christmas .programs for the
orphanages in the area.
his mother.
munity leaders in the area who

Community Relations
Committee Started

S f1111JIIIt6 fl

Members of the Clef Club practice for their Spring Concert.

lion shall collect the specified fees
for laboratory or art courses and
then transfer those fees to the institution providing the instruction
Fees levied for a change in courses
shall be handled in like manner,
and all fees shall be noted on
schedules.
8. There shall be an equal sharing of the cost of operating a
shuttle bus or similar form of adequate transportation to accommodate the students involved.
9. Each institution already has
inaugurated a system for the use
of its library by students and
faculty of both schools. This system, started in February, 1968,
shall be continued on the same
basis.
10. Tuition grants for children of
faculty members shall be part of
this agreement on the following
bas ill:
Sons of persons of faculty status
at Our Lady of Cincinnati College
shall receive tuition grants at
Xavier, and daughters of persons
of faculty status at Xavier shall be
accorded the same at Our Lady of
Cincinnati College. In the event
that a serious inequity in the number of such students applying at
either institution occurs, the respective presidents shall confer and
make appropriate adjustments to
relieve such inequity.
Signing of the agreement followed months of conferences involving academic deans, department chairmen, registrars and
business managers of the two institutions.
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Editorials

No Outside Pressure
Perhaps the most significant influence that student
action has had in the past few months is the success
.
th at the vo Iuntary ROTC proposa1·has had m convincing the administration that the student body can
move for change in a responsible manner and still
mean business
•

The committee headed by Linus Bieliauskas ·has
exhaustively worked out the reasons for a change
and the proposals for the nature of the change The
•
•
'
only questionable aspect of their efforts was the poll
taken earlier in the year, and in this case, the problem was not so much that the results were inaccurate
as that the poll left too many holes for those wh~
•
•
.
• •
might qu~stlon Its validity. On the whole, however,
the committee has handled the movement responsibly
and intelligently.
There remains one argument against the proposal.
The position of Mr. Robert Fitzpatrick, a member of
the Board of Governors of the Alumni Association,
maintains that the abolition of compulsory ROTC
may have an adverse effect on public opinion on
Xavier, and that the public would view the measure
as an "indictment of United States Viet Nam policy."
"They would think like this: no ROTC, no officers,
no army, therefore defeat in Viet Nam." Mr. Fitzpatrick admits the irrationality of this view, but feels
that it must inevitably be thre reaction.
This brings us into the hazy area of the Xavier
image, and the question of whether or not we should
allow public opinion to influence school policy.
The current trend for the university seems to be
that of greater involvement within the community,
but this is not necessarily a two-way street. The universitY. has the duty of offering its services to the community as a source of scholarship and for aid in
setting policy. This duty takes a close second to its
role as a community of scholars: this is the primary
function and nature of the university.
This type of community should be structured in
such a way that students and faculty should be free
to discuss and develop their systems in a disinterested,
academic manner. This does not mean that the university should ignore the outside influence, but it
should ignore outside pressure. Nor does it mean
that the university should be disconnected from a real
relation to the community; the university is for the
preparation for work in the active world.
Thus, if the university deems it proper thatMilitary
science is to. be voluntary, there is no reason that
community pressure should be allowed to influence
the final policy, unless we are to give the dollar higher
priority than our educational goals.
-M.J.H.

Protest BOTC Boy~ott
To the Members of the Class of
1971:
At this time, we the undersigned
class officers, feel it appropriate
to state our views converning the
proposed boycott of the President's
Review in May. This boycott,
whose purpose is to draw public
attention to the situation of compulsory ROTC at our university,
is sponsored by our class president.
Mr. Timothy Savage, one of the
"founding fathers" of SDS and
junior Class vice-president, and Mr.
Linus Bieliauskas, sophomore
class representative, originated the
idea and passed it on to Mr.
Robert Dillon. A circular was then
distributed by Dillon to a majority
of the freshmen asking if they
would participate in such a boycott.
Unfortunately, the other class officers were not consulted.
We speak as three of the five
men deemed responsible to represent your class. We are in favor
of voluntary ROTC, but we do not
agree with this proposed way of
achieving it, and we do not like
to have our opinions stifled: The
plea in favor of the boycott was
presented at our class meeting on
March 4 without previous knowledge and we were therefore inade·
quately prepared to stand up. for

what we believe.
We do not feel that a boycott
of the President's Review wUI aid
the cause of voluntary ROTC. We
think that to blatantly embarass
the Xavier University community,
as the proposed boycott will, would
only agitate the administration
without favorable results. Considering the Viet Nam conflict, such
a situation could be blown out of
proportion.
We do not speak as pawns of
the administration, and we do and
will not hesitate to agitate the establishment in tl1e proper situation.
We presently believe that our efforts should be 100% behind the
Student Council draft that has been
presented to the administration,
with an open mind to reasonable
avenues of protest that may open
in the future. We believe that
healthy controversy of the hallmakr of healthy change, and we
ask for your ba,cking In the future.

Mark Hlnchy
Matthew Hayes
Mark Cleary

No News is bad news.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . James C. Aranda
EDITORIAL ASSISTANT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I~atie Welsh
MANAGING EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mike Hensol!
EXECUTIVE EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paul Maier
COPY EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Dunphy
LAYOUT EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jim Boland
SPORTS EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jack Murray
CIRCULATION EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frank Brady
SECRETARY AND TYPIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Patty LaGrange'
CARTOONISTS . . . . . . . . . . . Marie Bourgeois, Paul R. O'Co~nor
PHOTOGRAPHER .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chuck Tre1ster
COLUMNISTS . . . . . . . . . . . Bill Ballner, Jack Patton, Bob West,
John Dreyer, Dan McNamara
MODERATOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas E. Young
BUSINI~ss MANAGER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •J~ck ,Jeffri!
HEPORTERS . . . . ~ob \Vilh~lm, M~tt. Hayes, G.eorg; .Eder, P~t
1\.elley, Lmus B1ehauskas, B1ll 1-.wmtkowskl.
Mike Lang, Mike Boylan, Joe Hosenberger.
Chris Nicolini. Mike Madden, Bill Barko, Ro~o
Moening, Denny Repenning, Pete Fitzgerald.
Publi1hed weekl1 durinr ll1e •~hoot , .. , ueepl <Iuria& u~aiiOD aall naminatl"
period• b1 Xnier UaiurailJ. BamiltOD co . . ,,.. Sua•toa. Ci11einaati. Obio 4520'7
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Increased intelligent thought
and diacussion bll all Xcwier atudents.
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Entered u treond clue •att~r Octob~ t, 1161, al U.a Poet Office at CIDiiaaaU.
Obio, uder tilt ~ct of Mardi a,· 1871.

Conference Recommends Single Head
By MIKE HENSON

A recommendation for a single "coordinatoradministrator of religious activities" for the Xavier
U ·
'ty
·
ruvers1 campus came out of the Xavier University
Liturgical Conference held March 22, 23, and 24 at
Brockman Hall !ind Loyola Youth Retreat House.

Eucharistic celebration on Saturday evenings for students frequenting the Piep Piper coffeehouse; the
initiation and implementation of
meaningful Masses in the dormitories for students; the initiation
and implementation of a more
active Eucharistic celebration at
the Sunday 11:15 Mass at Bellarmine; and the establishment of
student representation on the Bellarmine Parish Counc1'1.
The members of the conference
will meet again on Thursday,
April 4, at 4:00p.m. in Brockman
Hall.

The conference was held despite lion of such a coordinator-adminheavy snow and the absence oftwo istrator.
of the main speakers. Rev. William
Osterle, S.J. of Scranton University
Among other moves of the
was able to attend.
conference are: "the continuation
of the Thursday 5:15 Eucharistic
The recommendation came in ce1ebration in Bellarmine Chapel,
answer to several "inadequacies" as a center of student interest in
recognized by the members of the liturgical renewal and Christian
conference:
experience; the introduction of the
"1. The various endeavors of
the Religious Development Committee in the past several years
have ended in frustration. In
fact, no religious programs
By JOE ROSENBERGER, News Reporter
have been accomplished by the
At
the
present
time the future of the planned chapter
committee this year. (The coffeehouse, though under the aegis of S.D.S. on the Xavier campus is uncertain. Tim
of the Religious Development Savage, one of the organizers, stated "as of now,
Committee, was in fact estab- the situation concerning S.D.S. at Xavier will be
lished through the individual
determined by the office of the Dean of Men."
efforts of Messers. Toepker,
Savage met with Dean of Men
Guye, Flaspohler, and Fr.
Nally in December, presenting him "University Recognition of SDS?
Quinn.
"2. Truly effective and creative with a summary of what S.D. S. is,
The important decision concernprograms are hindered by the and Nally's reply was that he saw ing university recognition of an
very structure of the committee, no problem with approval. Later SDS chapter on our campus reby the fact that the head of the Savage was told that the consider- quires much careful thought and
committee is not the chairman, ation was mispla<.-ed, and that the study. Presently my office is conby the difficulty of achieving a proposal was not considered. At ducting a thorough investigation
consensus on religious prob- that time Mr. Nally suggested that of both the national SDS organilems and courses of action, and Fr. Ratterman be consulted.
zation's principles, aims, and purDuring the next two months, poses and the policies and organby the absence of the "machinery," the staff, to implement and other interested students met with izational structure of the proposed
coordinate the proposed pro- Fr. Ratterman, and discussed the Xavier SDS chapter.
preamble and the constitution of
grams and projects." .
the organization, which was reWe certainly are not against
The result was the recommen- arranged by Fr. Ratterman, and the expression of ideas on our
dation of the single religious head.
certain words such as "radical" campus. However, we are deeply
The members went on to specify
and "activist" were defined by him. concerned about the methods emthe qualifications of that head:
Following this, Fr. Ratterman sent ployed by any group that would
1. This office should be rllled the constitution to the Student Re- interfere with the expression of
by a person attuned to the prob- view Board for approval, which ideas. The university community
lems and situation of contem- body did approve it. The constitu- must be characterized by an acaporary college students and tion went back to the Dean of · demic style which is suitable to
versed in the recent theological Men's office, and as Savage has ,the attainment of its goals. 1'he
and liturgical developments. It been informed, the rmal decision unique style of academe Is discusdoes not seem necessary that the rests with that office.
sion, debate, dialogue or argument.
search for such a person be
If this academic style is not prewas
described
by
Savage
S.D.S.
limited to priests and clerics.
served, the university can easily
as being "very broad in its aims" become an arena with power
2. Because of the importance of
the duties of this office, such a working toward the betterment of groups pitted one against the other.
the university" community. It seeks When this happens a university
coordinator- ad min is t ra tor
to create the awareness and the ceases to exist as an academic
should be immediately responactivity necessary to promote the community.
sible to the president of the Unipractice of true democratic prinversity. He should have execu- ciples. He also stressed that if a
Therefore, I think it is to the
tive power and authority to student is to take a meaningful advantage of the university comprovide definitively for religious part in society, he must be able to munity to explore fully all aspects
activities and liturgical celebra- govern himself in the university of the SDS proposal. On Thursday
tions ·in all facilities of the Unicommunity. He stated that S.D.S. afternoon, April 4, I have scheversity, especially the chapel.
is opposed to the "In loco parentis" duled a meeting to discuss the pros
3. Funds should be in1mediately educational philosophy. In the and cons of SDS recognition with
made available for more crea- area of race relations, S.O.S. sees a number of interested students.
tive and effective religious pro- much to be done in awakening the Then early next week I plan to
grams to meet changing needs. white middle class to the realities confer with the Student Welfare
Committee to obtain their reaction
4. The coordinator-administra- .that exist in the inner city.
to the proposed SDS constitution.
tor should have authority to
In reply to the Xavier News
After all the homework has been
seek necessary advice from inquiry, Dean of Men Nally requalified aids and to select and sponded with a letter to News completed, an Informed decision
will be made."
appoint his own committees.
Editor J lm Aranda with the followThey urged the immediate sclec- ing letter:

SDS Awaits Approval

, ,
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Letters:
Lam SelatHJl a111l tlae Brait
Dear Sir:
The recent Selective Service announcement concerning graduate
school deferments means that a
number of pre-law college seniors
may defer their legal education
unW completion ofmilltaryservlce.
In order to give them a greater
sense of security about law school
entrance when they return, Case
Western Reserve Law School has
adopted a guaranteed deferred admissions plan. As always, students
who are drafted while in the law
school or who leave to enter the
military before completing their
law studies wlll have the right to
return on completion of their service. If a student should be called
to service in the middle of a term,
the law school wlll contact his local
board and request that induction
be delayed unW completion of the
semester's work.
In the future, any admitted applicant who Indicates his Intention
to enter the law school but who is
drafted or who voluntarily enlists
In the military before he begins his
law studies can be certain about
his admission to the School upon

BOTC
Irrelevant

completion of his obligation. Every
effort will be made to place him
in the earliest entering class after
his release from service. Only a
brief reapplication need be filed.
Readmission wlll only be denied
In the case of conduct In the Interim
period which reflects adversely on
one's moral capacity to enter the
legal profession. The deferred admissions policy will apply to those
who go Into the service to fulfill
ROTC obligations and to those
who enter reserve programs with
a six-month or shorter period of
active duty.
It Is our hope and expectation
that a large number of present
college seniors will plan to enter
law school next fall. However, we
would like students to be aware
of the deferred admissions option.
Anything you can do to make this
Information available to them will
be much appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
Earl M. Leiken
Assistant Dean
Franklin Thomas Backus
School of Law

her efforts would be In vain. Many
To The Editor of the News:
of you have eaten on other camIt never ceases to amaze me puses and you know that very few
how so many worthwhile projects colleges serve as large portions or
are continually taking place at as many varieties of foods as
Xavier, and yet at the very same Xavier does.
time, other projects, under the veil
Xavier men, your organization
of pursuit of truth, exist also. Such
of
Committee
of Interested Students
organizations as the Organization
for Interracial Awareness, Student could give something to Xavier
Volunteer Services, Sodality, and such as the benefits derived by
the Xavier News staff are contri- Texas A&M students from their
project, "Miss a meal, feed a multibuting something meaningful to
tude."
The project produced nearly
Xavier's growth. But what contribution Is the Food Committee $2000 with the funds being forwarded to two former students stamaking, except to create dissension
among the Xavier community? As tioned near orphanges In Vietnam.
All but 125 students supported this
Mr. Beumer pointed out, Xavier
has an excellent food service staff. venture; special dining privileges
were made for those 125 not wantThey definitely have morethanjust
Ing to participate in the program.
a casual interest in each and every
Xavier men should bemoreconstudent. They know that good
meals provide the energy needed cerned about the poverty, sickness,
to study and the energy to excel and unhappiness existing in the
world than their own deprived feelin athletics.
ings ofnon-involvementin Xavier's
Has any Xavier man ever confood management policies. This
sidered the education and experindeed would be keeping with the
ience that the food service manage- spirit of Lent.
ment possess? Mrs. Lappin could
produce statistics of Xavier's food
Sincerely,
service in comparison to other
Joseph L. Riemenschneider, '67
colleges, but why should she, when

flue•tlon• Fooll Committee

To the Editor of the News:
In the recent report of both the
Student Council Proposed Curriculum Change Committee and the
Council ROTC Investigation Committee compulsory ROTC is attacked because it has no academic
value. I would like to suggest that
this is an irrelevant question. Almost everyone would admit that
ROTC has little or no academic
value. The ROTC program at
Xavier gives undergraduates an
opportunity, in addition to their
academic studies, to acquire non-·
academic training which will enable them to beat the draft. There
are certainly a good number of
Xavier undergraduates who are
glad to have the opportunity.
Compulsory ROTC, of course,
does present a problem. It makes
little sense for the university a·dministration to force a student to
begin a course of training which
he has no intention of finishing,
and which he considers a useless
imitation. Compulsory ROTC is
simply not beneficial for those students who want no part of it.
ROTC's academic value, or lack of
it, is beside the point.
J. Cummins

Dear Editor:
In the midst of student dissension concerning the administrative
efficiency of the Xavier University
food service I wish to point out
one area within that structure that
deserves a word of praise.
The evening staff of the Musketeer grill under the direction of
Mr. William McDermott provides
the student body with a needed
respite from the monotonous and
anemic environment in the cafeteria. The evening staff has demonstrated a conscientious effort to
prepare and serve palatable snacks
with the utmost of customer care

and proficiency.
Another significant characteristic of the grill during the evening
hours is the ever present air of
hospitality. Mr. McDermottlstruly
a congenial host. Always pleasant,
he constantly attempts to improve
upon the already excellent reputation of the evening grill. Is it any
wonder that faculty and students
alike frequent such a place?
To the "Duncan Hines" of
Xavier and to all of his able assistants I extend my grateful thanks
for a job well done.
Sincerely yours,
Claude Zinngrabe, Jr.

On March 30th the P.R.s participated In the Pershing Rifles' First
Reglmt!nt Drill Meet at Ohio State
University. A first place trophy
was won by the exhibition platoon
commanded by 2nd. Lt. Joseph
Dooley. 2nd. Lt. Robert Rice led
his IDR platoon to a third place
finish. Only one point In the scorIng kept this team from a tie for
first place. The rifle team took a
second place trophy in the rifle
match held in conjunction with this
meet. Overall, Xavier finished
second among the seventeen teams
of the First Regiment.
A week earlier the team had
participated In the Second Battalion
Drill Meet in Dayton. The exhibition platoon also won first place
at this meet among the teams of
its battalion, while the exhibition
squad, lOR platoon, and lOR
squad placed second in their categories: A first place finish In in"dividual drill competition was won
by M.SGT. Charles Russell. Xavier
beat out such arch-rivills as the
University of Dayton and Eastern
Kentucky U nlverslty for the Second
Battalion Honor Company award.
The University of Cincinnati, although a member of this Battalion
did not participate in the com:
petition.

Look here,
Wrangler~philes

COMMUNITY AUCTION
9347 Colerain Ave., Groesbeck
(Twenty minutes from downtown)
AUCTIONS EVERY FRIDAY 7 P.M. to 12 PM Also
SUNDAY'S I P.M. 'till 6 P.M. LOADS OF BRAND NEW
UNCLAIMED FREIGHT. LAMPS GIFTWARE CHINAWARE
TOYS, CLOCKS, PICNIC SUPPLIES, TOOLS, ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES, PAINTINGS, STEREO'S AND STEREO COMP~NENTS, NURSERY FURNITURE, KNICK KNACKS, Reconditioned Television Sets.

HUNDREDS OF MORE ITEMS
Come and leave whe,, you wont.
Loads of good used merchandise.

BARN OPEN DAILY FOR INSPECTION,
BROWSING AND GOOD BARGAIN BUYS.

R_~G_I~~-E~EO ~RAOE·MARICS V{IIICH IOE~TIFV ONLV THE PAOOUCT OF THE COt'A·COLA COMP~NY•...

Who's
·got the
ball?

:.-.:,, ..·.·,:

... :- ..........·,•,,, ..............

··,·..•:-.-:.-:.-.·.·,·

............................:••.···..·.·.:·.·,:.·,,.

Who cares! Who's got the Coke? Coca-Cola has the
r~freshing taste you never get tired of. That's why things go
better with Coke, after Coke, after Coke.
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by:
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati

.
.
··,.·.......-..........·,,,·,,: ...·................ : ........-.. ,";-,:

•

. , ~ure you love your Wrangler~~ Jeans. But
1t s t1me yo~ learned that Wrangler makes
sportswear With the same knowing touch that's
made you the Wrangler-phile you are today.
~e~manent press plaid shirt with soil release
!m1sh. Blue, bone, green $5. Canvas weave
Jeans in blue, whiskey, Ioden, banana, $4.50.
Snap-front, 30-inch jacket. Washable,
water-repellent. Navy, red, green, $6.

Wrangler® Sportswear
Wremember the "W" is silent!

lUnk's Dept. Stores; W. A. Guenther Company; Sols Store; Laynes Store; Spillitos.
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XU BOMBARDS TWO FOES
By RON MOENING, News Sports Reporter

The Xavier hardballers opened the season with
two big victories before absorbing their first loss.

THEN STUMBLES

Opening day saw the Muskies However, in a totally uncalled for
score four times in the sLxth inning move, the runner charged in, spikes
enroute to a 6-4 win over Bowltng unsheathed, and opened a big gash
Green before a vociferous crowd of in Tom's thigh. The .Muskies
upwards of 500 at Joe Hawk field. vowed revenge, and revenge they
The fireworks exploded in the first got, not by overt acts of violence
inning. Tom Breving opened the but by the thunder of their bats.
inning, picking up where he left
The Xavier nine plated 4 runs
off last season, with a solid smash in the fourth, the big blow being
to center. After Tom Higgins went a 380-ft homerun by Joe Geraci,
down swinging, Joe Geraci was and chalked 2 more in the sixth,
safe on a fielder's choice. This set setting the stage for the seventh
the stage for what proved to be a inning eruption.
heated rhubarb involving, at the
In the fateful seventh, the Muscore, Coach Joe Hawk, the umpire
and just about every Muskie in kies sent 16 men to the plate and
the stands. Tim O'Connell was at banged out 7 hits to register the
bat with men at first and second. big 10 on the scoreboard. The big
The B.G. shortstop made a stellar blows in the inning were' a 3-run
play on a hard grounder and homer by Dan Hollman ("Big D"
threw Tim out, with Geracimoving reported later he hit a low, outside
to second and Breving scoring slider), and a run-producing triple
'what appeared to be the first by Tom Higgins.
For the game, J.oe Geraci led
Muskie run. But wait a minute!
Unbeknownst to anyone but him- the assault with 4 hits, including
self, the umpire had called time his homer and a 350 ft. line drive
out, forcing Breving back to third. single off the screen in right center,
Coach Hawk, backed by the enor- while Higgins had 3 hits and 3
A small segment of the crowd for the Bowling Green game gets set to whoop it up as Mick Tensing
mous throng of Muskies, fought RBI's and Hollman and Breving grabs a foul fly at the screen.
all the way, finally announcing that each drove in 3 runs with his two
the game was being played under hits.
protest. It proved an unnecessary
Vince Salinas, the sophomore
maneuver.
fireballer, took over the pitching
Don Pelegrini, X's middle line- Roundball Classic which pits the
The Muskies picked up one run chores in the 6th arid turned in a backer and leader in tackles has best from Western Pa. against allin the second inning on a walk to stirling relief performance.
signed a pro football contract with stars from around the country. . .
An interesting sidelight centered the Winnepeg Bombers of the Two of their top prospects played
Mick Tensing and a run-producing
single by pitcher Jerry Federle. around Tom Higgins. Asreported, Canadian League.
Steve for the Pa. squad, and in the battle
Federle held the Falcons at bay, the Muskie third sacker was spiked "Beetle" Bailey, ranked third in the for these two arc Duke, North Carallowing a single run on three hits in the second inning and, ·again nation in interceptions, will try out olina, and West Virginia. . . .
in the fourth inning, before running gashed in the ruth. The average with the Cleveland Browns next Films of the UC triumph were
into trouble in the flfth. B.G. used player would be burning with fury season. . . Dan Abramowicz, shone at Kuhlman Hall last
a double, two singles and a walk by this time and, given the chance, popular New Orlean Saint end, Thursday, a brainstorm of Art
to put a big three on the board. would seek revenge. But Tom Hig- third in the rookie or the year McGivcrans.
. Coach Dave
. The Muskies came back with two gins is no average ballplayer. In· balloting, and eleventh in pass re- Lynch did an excellent job presingles in the firth; but failed to the late stages of the game he came ceiving in the NFL, is living and siding over the affair. . . George
score. Enter John Peterson on the . barrelling into second base, his working down there during the off-' Miceli, the Brockman Hall wit,
scene. Giving evidence that he's maligner standing like the Statue
season. .. John Zeldes visited the defines pride as overuse of the "I' s"
shaken off the arm woes that of Liberty before him. But Tom,
locker room after St. Peters Mans- ... Tim O'Connell awed the Moreplagued him last year, he set the true to his form, made a perfect
field - his former school - won the head St. crowd in batting practice
Falco,ns down in order in the sixth, hook-slide, carefully avoiding the
state A title. . . As soon as he en- with some prodigious blasts over
setting the stage for the big Xavier player and the tag. This is the kind
the fence.
Mick Tensing
outburst. The Muskies started off of ballplayer that is typical of the tered St. Pete's coach Bob Fry
played left field with a catcher's
yelled,
"There's
the
guy
that
beat
tamely enough, with a walk and Xavier baseball team.
UC and knocked them out of the mitt, making one spectacular play,
two timid outs. Then it all broke
SPECIAL TO THE NEWS
NIT'. . . Krajack and Watson in the Morehead St. game. Kevin
loose. Breving singled to right
The Muskie nine suffered their were in Pittsburgh for the Annual O'Connor played center field with
driving in pinck-runner Denny
a first baseman's mitt.
~- ;J ·'i
Kirtland. Higgins then grounded first setback of the season on April
'.
-·
)\~;r :.~~ ~;-r·_,.~~
Fool's
Day
at
the
hands
of
an
to short for what appeared to be
·-!i~.
..... ,'it"' .... "'i :~,~~ dl~
the inning-ending play. The short- inspired Hanover squad. The day
~',,. .
......,, ..!1/"l..
... &i
...- ·~ I f!i•
stop bobbled it, however, and be- started out on a sour note for X
.
7!·
fore he finally found the handle, as they had to travel to Hanover
another Muskie was home free. for the game originally scheduled
Joe Geraci - "Mr. Wonderful"
Geraci followed with a single to for Joe Hawk field.
left and two men were on. Awed
X started off strong as Joe
Seeond baseman Joe Geraci
by his prowess at the plate, B.G. Geraci hit his second H R in as
takes down the laurals in the in·
gave an intentional pass to O'Con- many games with Breving on base.
agural of X Player of The Week.
nell, loading up the bases for Gary Hanover came back to tie it up
"Mr. Wonderful's" booming had
Shepard. Grebarious Gary respon- in the second on what may prove
belted out 8 hits in 13 at batsded in electrifying style, cracking to be an especially costly homer.
and two home runs in the first
the ball literally through the third Not only did it tie up the game,
three. games. His big game was
baseman· plating two more Mus- but Xavier's leading hittoc Tim
against Morehead St. when he
.
' .: .
kies. With X now ahead 64, they O'Connell injured his knee diving
went 4-6, including a home run,
turned the game over to Peterson, against the fence in right. The loss
a line single off the screen in left,
'
'"':
who allowed but one hit in his four of a ballplayer of O'Connell's caliand drove in two runs and scored·
inning stint. For the game, O'Con- ber would indeed be a big blow.
two runs. Joe postulated, "I didn't
.
..
·.
·.·
-:
..
nell and Breving had three hits,
-.:
see the home run, because I was
John Tepe started on the mound
while Higgins had two. Shephard for X and was followed by an extoo busy running, but I did sec
had but one hit, but what a hit it cellent relief job'by rookie Danny
.. . .
the single all the way! • !" Geraci
was. The game was a combination Ruelman. Jerry Federle finished
Gritty Tom Higgins prepares to drill the ball to first base in XU's has also performed forminably in
of superb defense, overpowering up on the hill.
the field making only one error.
64 victory over Bowling Green.
·
relief work by Peterson and a lot
Geraci was again the hitting
of clutch hitting.
COMPOSITE BOX SCORE - 1WO GAMES
star for the Muskies with 3 hits
On Saturday, the Muskies exincluding his HR. Gary Shephard
PLAYER
ploded for 1 0 runs in the 7th innAD
R
H
28
38
HR RBI
stroked a double and a bases·
DB
so AVE.
E
RF
ing to bury Moorhead State, a
O'Connell
8
3
5
loaded triple, while Ruelman had
0
0
0
1
2
0
.625
0
team that handed Xavier 3 of its 9
LF
Breving
9
3
5
two hits, one from each side of the
1
0
0
4
1
1
.555
0
l,osses lastspring, 16-7attheEagles
2B
Geraci
10
3
5.
plate.
0
0
1
3
1
2
home nest.
.500
1
3B
Higgins
10
2
5
0
1
0
3
The first day of April just
0
0
1B
.500
0
Hollman. , . , . . . . . .
At the outset it appeared as
6
2
2
0
0
1
3
proved too much for the Muskies
1
0
.333
1
c
Tensing ...
though Coach Hawk's crew would
3
1
1
0
0
0
0
as they failed to capitalize on op0
0
.333
0
c
Hettesheimer
be lucky to return to the Queen
4
2
1
0
0
0
1
portune situation, a quality so pre5
0
CF
.250
0
Shephard
City with the skins of their ball
....... 7 1
1
0
0
0
.2
valent in prior games. Leaving 13
2
0
.143
ss
1
Martin·
.
.
.
.
.......
gloves, as the first Moorhead batter
9
3
1
0
0
0
0
men stranded on the basepaths,
p
1
0
.111
1
Federle . . . . . . . . . . .
clouted a pop-fly homerun to right.
2
0
1
0
0
0
X ran up against an inspired Han1
p
0
0
.500
0
Salinas . . . . . . . . . . .
Although starter Rich Clifford al2
1
1
0
0
0
over team which recorded Its first
2
p
1
0
.500
0
Clifford
lowed but three hits in his 5-1/3
2
1
0
0
0
0
victory in historyovertheMuskies.
0
p
0
0
.000
0
Peterson
inning stint, two were homers and,
'
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
OF
1
.000
0
Martino
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
plagued by wildness and a myopic
1
Today at 3:30 at Joe Hawk
0
0
0
0
0
0
p
0
1
.000
1
Ruehlman
umpire, he issued numerous walks. field, the potent M uskie baseballers
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
p
0
0
.000
0
O'Conner
1
0
0
A real big play, from the stand- w111 take on Toledo University, a
0
0
0
0
0
INF
0
.000
0
Kirkland
0
0
0
0
point of the Muskies, occurred in team which has already defeated
0
0
1
0
0
.000
0
UC.
The
game
could
prove
to
be
the bottom of the second. With an
PITCHING
G
IP
H
Eagle runner on second, the. batter one of the toughest on the Muskie
R
DB
so w
L
ER
ERA
p
Clifford
'
hit a sharp grounder to shortstop schedule as TU has exceptional
1 5-1/3 4
5
7
4
p
1
0
4
Peterson
6.75
speed
and
excellent
front
line
pitch1
Denny Martin, who fired to Tom
4
1
0
1
2
p
1
0
0
0.00
Federle . . . . . . . . . , . 1
Higgins, the third baseman, way ing. A crowd on the order of last
5
8
4
2
4
0
p
0
4
weeks
opener
would
be
Invaluable
Salinas
..
7.20
1 3-2/3 4
ahead of the advancing runner.
2
3
6
0
0
ln spurring the Muskles on,. ·
1
2.45
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A Moment With Murray
By J~CK MURRAY, News Sports Editor
The vaunted New York Yankees of the past few decades were noted
for a particular quirk of scoring big in one inning. The immortal
Yankees bats are dulled now, but there is a rebirth of this eccentric
foible in the presence of the 1968 edition of the Xavier baseball team.
The one· inning explosions were brought to the fore - and will
continue throughout the year - in the first two ball games against
Bowling Green and Morehead State. As darkness set in XU was losing
to a tough but lackluster B.G. squad 4-1 in the bottom of the sixth
when sudden lightening struck. Ratta-tat-tat and quicker than you can
say "roving reporter Ron Moening" X smashed across five big runs
before a hard core of vocal Muskie fans. Morehead State suffered a
more humiliating moment when, with XU leading 6-5 in the seventh,
they were rapped under by the bombers from Cincy, who scored 10
runs.
This sudden similarity between the venerable old Yankees and our
own Musketeers is not taken out of context either. Other ingredients
arejwere prevalent also. Part of a champions creed is its' ability to
come back. The Muskies have it! The team is loose, spirited, confident
and ,;illing, and the defense is as impenetrable as the Rock of Gibralter.
Pitching is the only?
PS. The turnout for "Happy Opening Day" against the B.G.'s at
Joe Hawk field .delighted the players as well as Coach Hawk himself.
(Don't forget the XU-Notre Dame tilt on Sunday afternoon May 19,
at Crosley Field.)

By PETE FITZGERALD,
News Sports Reporter

Tom Breving plows into second base in a cloud of dust.

Sailing Club
Places

X-Toledo
Today

Kuhlman Hall staged an outdoor basketball tournament last
Saturday with the "King Cobra's"
of the fifth floor east winning the
championship. Due to U1e inspiration of Pete Kiminer, Hall Director,
and the hard work of tournament
chairman Lee Roy Deshazor, the
1st annual Kuhlman Hall tourney
was a rousing success. The "King
Cobra's" defeated their cross wing
counterparts for the championship,
after beating the 1st floor east in
the semifinals, in a brutal version
of basketball. Unofficial MVP of
tourney was lefty Mike Rotterman,
of the Cobra's. Other members of
the winning team were Bob Hollingsworth, Denny O'Toole, Bob
Raal, Cal Pfeiffer, and Greg Betts.

The the
Xavier
Sailing
Club out- . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
sailed
University
of Cincinnati

*****• *• • *• • *• • • *• • •

by placing third in the April Fool's
Regatta. The event was hosted last
Where do y'ou think the best basketball in the world is played? weekend by U.C. at Cowen Lake,
The NBA. UCLA. Wrong!
also Xavier's home waters. This
Every summer down in Washington, D.C., at Cole Fieldhouse, near was the Sailing Team'sfirstregatta
Maryland University, these personages congregate to play roundball: of the season; they were snowed in
Elgin Baylor, Dave Bing, Benard Williams, Austin Carr, Johnny. the previous ~eekend ~or th~ season
Jones, Jim Walker, Bob Wilmore, Fred Hetzel, John Austin, McBride, opener at Indiana Umversity.
The races were sailed Saturday
Ollie Johnson, Bobby Lewis, etc., etc. Many more greats, some of which
you have heard about, some of which you will hear about, and some and Sunday in beautiful eighty
of which you will never hear about.
degree weather · under a steady
George Powell, a native of D.C. and former X football tackle, said, wind. Skippers Tom Germann, Bill
"Man I was lucky to play in some of those games. I was the take-out Wyckoff, and Ed Wasko took two
man (He made all his teams inbounds passes) and I never saw the firsts, three seconds, one third, two
ball after that."
fourths, four fifths, and no lasts
for 42 points. The schools comYou have heard about gunners, well this McBride literally stole peting were Ohio University first
the ball off his own teammates just for a shot. Baylor, Bing, anybody with 27 points, Notre Dame second
he didn't care who it was he would never pass the.ball, chuckled the with 36 points, Xavier third with
Bone-Man. "Elgin Baylor would get lost .in the shuffle, you wouldn't 42 points, U.C. fourth with 43
know he was out there for the rest of the talent."
points, Indiana University fifth
Crafty Red Aurbach is a frequent onlooker of those games, search- with 64 points, and Ohio State
ing out future talent. He even tells some of the high schoolers where sixth with 68 points.
Graduated ace skipper, Tom
to go to college.
The D.C. boys are all over the country but Notre Dame seems to Grogan commented, "Xavier's sailbe offering them the most. Bob Whitmore, their MVP, and freshman ing was good and they have some
Sid Catlet and Austin Carr are from the playgrounds of Washington. good tactics, but they need work."
Watch this guy Carr, some say he is better than the Big 0 at this
Commodore Ed Wasko· said,
stage of his career.. He averaged 40 points a game and he also plays "For our first regatta, I'm quite
defense.
pleased that we came within six
points of such a formidable sailing
• • • *• • • • • • *• ********
team as Notre Dame."
.
.
.
.
This ·weekend the Sailing Team
Ten Years Ago at Xavier - Elgm Baylor, Seatle Umversity, de- t
I t S th
Ill' . U .
mois
m.
.
· rave s o ou ern
elded to forego his one year cif college eligibility and sign a pro ~on- versity where they will compete
tract with L.A. The next year XU played Seatle, and won by 12 pomts, with Depauw Iowa State, Soutll-

at~Cincirm~Ga~ffisb~reawcy~a~cr~d.

********************

Bill Wyckoff holds the lead for
Xavier in FJ7.

ROGER'S BARBER SHOP
"The Only Team That Can Trim Xavier"
NORWOOD PLAZA
(Next to National Dry Cleaners)
Just A Hop, Skip and A Jump from All Xavier
Dormitories.
Open 9 'till 7 Monday thru Friday
9 'till 6 Saturday
Closed VVednesday

~e~m~~Il~li~n~o~~i•ja~·n~dDO~h~i~o~U~n~iv:e~r~s~it~y~.~~==========================~

He who may dare to fail greatly may achieue greatly!
- Bobby Kennedy

IM Notes

By CHUCK QUINN,
On March 13th and 14th the
Intramural Department held its
annual Free Throw Contest. Over
sixty applicants stepped to the line
to test their hand at the art of the
free throw. Each applicant ·shot
50 free throws, those hitting on :
35 or above qualified fur the finals.

DRINK
THE MILK
WlUt THE
DELICIOUS
.DIFFERENCE
IN TASTEI

The final round was held on
March 20th ..The 16qualifierseach
shot another 50 free throws to
determine who the winner would
be. Bill McCafferty, one of the
Basketball managers, was the winner; hitting on 44 of 50 from the
line. Jim Atkinson, Gene Nevius
and Tom Shank tied for second
with 42 apiece. Nevius won the
shoot-off that followed, while
Shank and Atkinson finished third
and fourth respectfully.

ASK
IILL PUIII

IILL •111

.... Jll

When your breath
is screaming

is
wh Jler
IM

COLLEGE MASTER
Ill N CALL

AT YOUR
DRUGSTORE ONL¥

FRESH, SPICY FLAVOR OBLITERATES ANTI·SOCIALISM.
250 SQUIRTS, NOT JUST 200.
USED BY DENTISTS.

Nl lftlll
OffiCI III-I
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Peace Rally in April
"Peace and Justice at Home
and Abroad" will be the theme of
the rally to take place in Cincinnati
Saturday afternoon April 27,
1968. The participants will
assemble at Union Terminal "nd
will then march to Government
Square, where prominent local and
out of town speakers will address
them.
Co<hairmen for the rally are
Sidney Peck, professor of sociology at Case Institute-Western Reserve, Cleveland, and the Rev.
Fred L. Shuttlesworth, pastor of
the Greater New Light Baptist
Church in Cincinnati. The Rev.
David Sammons, of St. John's
Unitarian Church, is acting as
spokesman for the sponsoring
groups, which include a crosssection of Cincinnati clergymen,
academicians, students, and civil
rights advocates as well as political
and communitY leaders.
The rally's objective is to highlight specific proposals for achieving peace in Vietnam and justice
on the domestic scene. A three point
·peace program is contemplated. It
will include a call for unilateral
and unconditional cessation of
bombing raids against North Vietnam; de-escalation of the Allied
military effort in Vietnam; and immediate negotiations between all

President of the Xavier Chapter
of Psi Chi, John Blase, announces
its 8th Annual Paper-Reading Convention to be held Sunday, April
28, at the Kelley Auditorium, Alter
Hall. All psychology students in
the Tri-State area, both graduate
and undergraduate, are invited to
present scholarly papers to the
Convention. Tho~e interested are
requested to submit an abstract
of their paper to Gintautas Sabataitis, S.•J., Department of Psychology, Xavier University.
According to Dick Dimond, coordinator of tllC event, registration
will begin at 1:00 p.m. This will
be followed by tl1e presentation of
student papers. At 4:30p.m. guest
faculty speaker, Dr. Hans Schmidt,
will present a paper entitled, Recovery from brain damage: A regenerative process?
A dinner will be held at 5:30
p.m. for all fuose in attendance.
Reservations can be made by contacting either Vincent Gennaco or
Burt Fellows at the Department of
Psychology.
Highlighting the Convention
will be the presentation of a paper
at 7:00 p.m. by Dr. Robe~! ~.
Isaacson, Professor of Physiological Psychology, at fue University
of Michigan. His topic is entitled:
Current misdirections in psychology.
Anyone interested in psychology
is invited to attend all events.

the belligerents.
The rally will also underscore
proposals to bring about justice
in the United States itself. Particular emphasis will be given the implementation of the recommendations in the recently issued Kerner
Report on the urban crisis. As a
first step, it is anticipated thatfunds
now used for the Vietnam war
effort would be made available for
constructive programs to attack
urban problems and establish a
basis for a better society.
Individuals and organizations
throughout the Tri-State area will
participate in this broadly based
Cincinnati March. Further details
about the April 27th rally will be
supplied on request by Cincinnati
Action for Peace, 2699 Clifton
Avenue (221-8412).

THE SHIRT

LAUNDR'Y
3611 Meatromen RoM!
EVANSTON
One Block South of Dan•
Few Blocks North of the Dorm

BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF DRY BUNDLES
• 4·HOUR SERVICE •

"SPORTS CAR MINDED?"
Come ou& to our anlque 111er&s car cea&er aa• , ••
I. SELL .J'OUR CAR • . .
2. BUY ONE OF OURS, NEW OR USED • • ,
3. HAVE US SERVICE YOUR IMPORTED BEAUTY.
Our reputation 11 bued on ezpert, dedicated 1emee for
ALL makes and modela of Imported earl. Trr 111 •• , aooa.

AUTOSPORT, INC.
Cincinnati'! Exclu!ive Alfa Romeo Dealer
9635 Moutgomer, Road

Phoae 713-IOH

Open Monolar, Wodll..tlay, e11tl Fritlar 'til 9 P.M.

WCXU Ge 18
Up I Te Ie type
C

d'
f
WCXU
1
ampus r~ 10 sawn
recen~y acqmre~ a UPI !eletype
machme. Now m operahon 24
hours a day at the station's Alter
Hall studios, the machine makes
WCX U national and international
news as current as that of any
other station in the city.
The UPI teletype was acquired
through the efforts of News Director Tom Smith through the
courtesy of Robert Joseph (Xavier,
Class of '64) of Columbia Oldsmobile.

Inglish leather®
For men who want to be where the
·action is, ·very racy. Very masculine. ALL-PURPOSE LOTION.
$2.50, $4.00, $6.50. From the· com· .:
plete array of ENGLISH LEATHER
men's toiletries.

NOW!
THE JELLY PUDDING SHOW
. a program of underground rock,
folk blues and bizarre comment

CAN BE HEARD & FELT
WEEKNIGHTS-- 10 PM - MIDNIGHT
SATURDAY-- 10 PM - I AM
A CRUEL'APRIL FOOL'S JOKE
ON THE CINCINNATI ESTABLISHMENT

If yoa don't ag..ee that
business dest..oys· individuality,
maybe it's because you'..e an
individual.
There's certain campus talk that claims
individuality is dead in the business world.
That big business is a big brother destroying initiative.
But freedom of thought and action, when
backed with reason and conviction's courage, will keep and nurture individuality
whatever the scene: in the arts, the sciences,
and in business.
Scoffers to the contrary, the red corpuscles of individuality pay off. No mistake.
Encouraging individuality rather than
suppressing it is policy in a business like
Western Electric-where we make and pro-

WEIN-FM-102.7 STEREO

vide things Bell telephone companies need.
Because communications are changing fast,
these needs are great and diverse.
Being involved with a system that helps
keep people in touch, lets doctors send cardiograms across country for quick analysis,
helps transmit news instantly, is demanding. Demanding of individuals.
If your ambition is strong and your abilities commensurate, you'll never be truly
happy with the status quo. You'll seek
ways to change it and-wonderful feeling!some of them will work.
Could be at Western Electric.

til\ Western Electric
e

MANUFACTURING &SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

.·.

.·
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Something Old,
Something New
Thus we sum this years Spring
Weekend, to be held on April 26
and 27, and sponsored by C.S.A.

the spot light with neither the Rascals, Supremes nor anyone else
back in the east.

Something old? Time won't let
me tell you enough about the
groups Friday night. Respectable
on records, they are even better in
person. The "Outsiders" from Cleveland will entertain you and your
girl at the Armory. Their sound
is of course the hard rock as in
the first two hidden titles above
or a slow rock as in the ballad as
in the third aforementioned title.

But what is their sound?
Initially stating as a white soul
group similar to the Rascals and
the Soul Survivors, they recorded
their version of"Hanging On" The
Vanilla Fudge (named during this
period) used this familiarity of
sound as a spring board for their
own creativity. Their first album
on shows their genius for instrumentation. The big sound that
introduces and finishes their songs
are produced with maximum utilization of electronic equipment and
each individual's genius in playing
his instrument.

Pate Seven

Student Power Proves Potent
New York, New York, March
13, 1968- 'I11e dynamic campaign effort by college students
from all over the country clearly
played a vital role in Senator
Eugene McCarthy's impressive
showing in the New Hampshire
primary. Well over a thousand
students took on the full gamut of
campaign jobs - from ringing
door bells and writing speeches, to
driving cars and licking stamps.
Many observers believe the students' enthusiasm also had a significant psychological effect on the
campaign.
Reaction to this student political
activism was widespread in both
pre- and post-election analysis.
,Just prior to the New Hampshire
vote, Mary McGary wrote in her

nationally syndicated column Uiat
McCarthy's student support.was
"a river· of free labor that could
change the face of American politics." Most of the election-night
commentators referred to the students, and in its lead editorial,
this morning, the New York Times
stated that the McCarthy victory
was "a testament to the efforts of
the students and other citizens who
enlisted in his campaign for peace."
Perhaps the most important conelusion to be drawn from this first
1968 primary is not related either
to the candidates or the issues. It
is very possibly something much
broader. Namely that effective,
articulate expression of political
opinion by students, combined with
their active participation in the po-

.

.

litical process, can significantly offeet U1e outcome of elections and
the shape of American politics.
A second conclusion is equally
irrefutable. Massive student participation in CHOICE 68 can and
will affect the course of American
politics in 1968.

Dijatako?
Bullfighters must strive to kill
their bulls within 30 minutes according to The Reader's Digest.
Aficionados say that a bull learns
more about fighting in half an
hour than a man in a lifetime, so
the matador must kill in less than
30 minutes.,

Something new? Last Thanksgiving, those of us from the east
went home and heard the Supreme's
hit "You Keep Me Hanging On"
done in a bit different fashion. It
was slowed down to about half
Nearly 500 jewels have been
time and sounded at first like the
cut Ji·om a .'13-pound dark-blue . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Young Rascals. The disc Jockey aquamarine
crystal lound in
then announced that the new Brazil. Seven magnificent gems
arrangement was by the Vanilla totaling 123 carats were cut from
Fudge and they still sounded at · it for a i\liddle Eastern monarch.
first like the Rascals. Since last
Thanksgiving the Vanilla Fudge
has come into it's own and share

Old Bomb.

Belle RecierJes
Scholarship
Gerald P. Belle, senior marketing student from Dayton, Ohio,
has been awarded a $500 scholarship at Xavier University, provided
by the National Food Broker's
Association Foundation, Inc.
The scholarship is an annual
a\~ard given for scholastic excellence, participation in university
activities and potential in the field
of marketing.
Belle, 21, is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Belle, 1149 Westridge
Rd., Dayton. He was graduated
from Dayton Chaminade High
School in 1964.
At Xavier, Belle has been a
student leader, serving as an
officer and in committee assignments on Student Council. He has
been president of the Campus Student Association and holds memberships in the Marketing Club
and Beta Alpha Chi, honorary
business society. He also is a member of Alpha Sigma Nu, national
Jesuit honor fraternity.

YOU'RE
SOMETHINQ
ELSE,
CHARLIE
BROWN
TH£ NEW

PEANUTS®
CARTOON BOOK!

by Charles M. Schulz
ONLY , , ot your college
'f
bookstore

Holt, Rinehart and

~ssennall,

We

Wappy

New Honda.

~aster

Inc.

has
CJJiamoqd

Same Price.

Easter approaches. And you decide
to surprise your chick with an engage·
ment ring. You choose a charming
diamond from our fabulous collec·
tion. It glows with clarity and beauty.
And she beams at her beloved bunny.

WASSERMAN JEWELERS

·6os RACE

·sTREET
CINCINNATI. OHIO
45202

It's true this sleek new Honda Scrambler 125 would cost
you the same money as the old used bomb, but the low
price isn't the whole Honda story. Far from it.
When _you ride any of Honda's 23 models, you can forget
high insurance, upkeep, and maintena nee costs. Forget
parking problems too.
And look at the Scrambler 125 styling: new candy
colors, chrome fenders, trim new forks, upswept pipes.
And performance: the 125's dependable 4-stroke parallel
twin OHC engine delivers an impressive 13 hp at 10,000
rpm; up to 153 mpg.
The hot new Scr~mhler 125. Can you think of a better
reason to ban the bomb?

HONDA

There are seven Honda Scramblers-from 90cc to 450cc. See them at yo:Jr Honda dealer
today. For free color brochure and safety pamphlet, write: American Honda Motor Co., Inc.,
Dept. C-11, Box 50, Gardena, Calif. 90247

Paae Ei&ht

Bill Ballner
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Zen Buddhism III
It is interesting to see how
similar Buddhist thinking is to
Christianity in many wasy."' Of
course, when we say Christianity,
it might be a good idea to explain
that we are talking basically about
the words and actions of Jesus as
seen in the gospels; this keeps people from getting it confused with
the distorted views that are somelimes presented as examples oftrue
Christianity-for example, "loyal"
Christians throwing rocks at those
"dirty niggers," then going to
Mass and Holy Communion thinking they have served God.
On the subject of material possessions, Jesus talk's about not
storing up treasures on earth. He
tells us we have to renounce some
things at times. He says that we
can be perfect by giving up things.
He often comments on the problems that rich people will face in
trying to be true Christians.
On status and prestige: "Whoever hum b I e s himself will be
exalted." Every once and a while
we see him putting down one or
more of the apostles for fighting
for the top spot among themselves,
telling them not to lord it over
other people. He said not to go
around and sh : off by doing
good thing~ \hl:!-t other people could
see and thus praise them for.
As for peace of mind, he promised all those who came to him
tired and burdened that he would
give them peace, that his burden
and yoke were light and sweet..
He says denial and sacrifice are
necessary to achieve those ends.
V.'e have heard the words asceticism and mortification. He tells
us to pray; contemplation and
meditation take in this idea. And
craving and greed generally are
found in the selfish person who
cares only about himself and does

nothing for other people.
There are differences. The
Buddhist ethic can tend to be individualistic and self -centered,
though it does not have to. There
are metaphysical differences. Christianity sees a personal God in living d i a I o g u e with us distinct
individuals. Buddhism, though
often vague .on this point, tends
to see everything as one unseparate whole, as an impersonal lifepower -force. However, the positions are not always as unreconcilable as they may seem ai first
glance. Seeing God in terms of
dynamic Being sharing Himself
by creating is a bridge to bring
the two onto common ground.

Discount
Program
The Xavier University Student
Council is coordinating a Student
Discount Program in conjunction
with four other universities in the
Greater Cincinnati area. The program includes Xavier University,
the University of Cincinnati, Our
Lady of Cincinnati College, the
College of Mount St. Joseph, and
Villa Madonna College.
Under this program, full-time,
undergraduate students attending
one of the above schools can pu'rchase merchandise from businesses
in the Cincinnati area at a reduced
price. The program will become
effective on May 12, 1968.
The students participating in the
program will receive a Student Discount Booklet listing the names
and addresses of the merchants
and explaining the program and
the type of discount offered.

Teacher of theY ear·

Thanks!

Dr. Robert Ashmore, Assistant Professor of
Philosophy, has been named the Teacher of the Year
by the Xavier Chapter of Alpha Sigma Nu, National
Jesuit Honorary Fraternity.
Past winners of the award have
been Fr. Brueggman, Dr. Wentersdorf, Dr. Larkin, and Dr. Wing.
Among the criteria used by the
members of Alpha Sigma Nu in
making the selection were that the
professor "maintain a free and
open student-teacher relationship
both in and outside of the classroom, make a professional and
scholarly presentation ofthecourse

material, and make It his goal,
with respect to the classroom, to
answer significant questions and to
raise new, more profound ones in
the minds and on the lips of the
students.
Other professors who received
votes were Dr. Gendreau, Fr.
Peters, Mr. Fortin, Dr. Anderson,
Dr. Murray, Mr. Toepker, and Fr.
Savage.

There It was, beginning to look
like Spring had sprung when all
of a sudden the Great Snows hit
the Queen City. It was a treacherous day, that Friday, March 22,
and the snows had no mercy. But
to the rescue of many forlorn
drivers on both Dana and Ledgewood came the men of Xavier. It
was only due to the efforts ofmany
students that some drivers did
make it home that night. The
thanks of the Xavier community,
and in particular the Registrar's
Office personnel, goes out to these
men.

ALL the MUSKIES in the KNOW,

COLUMBIA SETS ·THE PACE FOR '68

TREMENDOUS DISCOUNTS!
BRAND-NEW 1968 OLDSMOBILES
AND
VALUE RATED USED CARS

DRIVE ANY CAR IN FOR DOWN PA·YMENT- WE PAY OFF THE BALANCE
You Tell Us What You Wish To Pay-Make Your Payments Right Here.

Yes! We Will Give SJ50-S570Morelor Your Car

* IMMEDIAIE·DELIYERY-NO PAYMENTS

'IlL SPRING+.

see or call Robert Joseph, Class of '64 ~t

COLUMBIA

5th I SYCAMORE
DOWNTOWN CINCINNATI

PHONE 421·8800
OPEN

--OLDSMOBILE,--

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY 'TIL 10

TUESDAY. THURSDAY. SATURDAY 'TIL 7

or see your on Campus Rep, Bob Zelina, '68 in
Broclcman Hall Rm. 28

NORWOOD, OHIO
4222 MONTGOMERY ROAD
(Five Minutes from All Xavier Dormitories)

4222
Montgomery Ref.
Norwood
Ohio

PHONE 731-8200
All the Pizza _You Can Eat Each Wednesday
Night for S

1.00

WHEN IN CLIFTON VISIT OUR CLIFTON LOCATION

314 LUDLOW- PHONE 281-3774
WHEN IN HYDE PARK VISIT OUR HYDE PARK STORI

3520 Edwards Rd. - Phone 321-4213
WE DELIVER TO ALL XAVIER DORMITORID

SOc

This coupon worth Fifty Cents on any
4222 Montgomery Road, Norwood. We
away from all Xavier Dormitories. Only
redeemable. Coupon not redeemable on
offer.

soc

SOc
one order at our Store at
are located a few blocks
one coupon per student
Wednesday night special

soc
... ...................

This coupon good until June 1, 1968.

·-------·~·-.-··············-----
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